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Missions and the Mediation of Modernity in Colonial Kenya
“One would scarcely believe it possible that a centre so new should be able to develop so many divergent and conflicting interests… There are already in miniature all the elements of keen political and racial discord… The white man versus the black; … the official class against the unofficial… all these different points of view, naturally arising, honestly adopted, tenaciously held, and not yet reconciled into any harmonious general conception, confront the visitor in perplexing disarray.”

– Winston Churchill, My African Journey

European missionaries played a crucial role in colonial development. Colonial East Africa, throughout its history of settlement and control by the British, from early exploration to the State’s origin as the East Africa Protectorate (1895 until 1920) to its later status as Kenya Colony (1920 until independence in 1963), was an environment in which settlers, colonial authorities, and missionaries found themselves inextricably connected. Dependent on each other, these relationships were often symbiotic. However, while this “white man’s country” more than 4,000 miles from London encouraged the positive development of relationships between these disparate European coteries and allowed each group unique possibilities for expansion, the associations were not always without friction. The relationship between settlers, missionaries, and colonial authorities in Kenya was also tenuous. Divided by socioeconomic background, economic interest, cultural pursuits, moral identity, and legal-political beliefs, the groups shared little beyond skin color. While all three parties were concerned with pacifying and proselytizing
Africans, they often pursued conflicting agendas according to their interests. Settlers, those Europeans (usually British) who came to profit from the economic opportunities in East Africa, developed farms and cultivated livestock and were most focused on economic issues. The British government and its representatives and administrators in Africa were motivated by the economic development and political stability of Kenya. Missionaries, however, were focused on Africans’ sociopolitical condition and concerned with disseminating religious ideology; their efforts resulted in the integration of Africans’ into the new European socio-cultural and economic framework. During the later stages of colonial rule, the agendas of the settlers and the Government were increasingly in conflict as the British government attempted to provide more pacifistic legislation at the expense of settlers’ economic and political-judicial interests. Missionaries found themselves caught between defending African interests and maintaining Kenya’s position as a colony in the British Empire. Essentialy removed from the economic concerns of settlers and colonial authorities, missionaries advocated for European policies that often amounted to a political-economic morality (though their own policies directed towards Africans ultimately imposed a certain religious and secular morality). Because they were largely unconstrained by government determined legal delimitations and managed to avoid much of the hostility Africans directed towards colonial agents, Missions were an efficacious means of influence. The activities of missionaries in Europe and Africa, while often motivated by self-interest, helped to balance the social, economic, and political agendas of settlers and colonial authorities. Moreover, missionaries fundamentally shifted African socio-economic culture towards the British model. They played a crucial role in developing stable relationships with sometimes-aggressive African ethnic groups and helped to provide pacification through non-militaristic means for the benefit of both settlers and colonial authorities alike. This essay will explore the relationships between the
three groups and ultimately suggest that missionaries played an important role in mediating the development of Kenya, helping to create a state that propagated and balanced settler, colonial, and African interests.

East Africa’s geo-economic limitations imposed on both settlers and colonial authorities. Natural resources were less in Kenya than in other colonies and its industrialization was, for this reason, limited.6 The geo-economic realities of the Colony meant that economic development during the colonial period never progressed far beyond agriculture and trade, giving the small group of farmer-settlers who first colonized the region significant political-economic advantage. In order to develop agriculture in new colonial communities, settlers relied on British support and investment. In turn, these settlers were “deliberately encouraged… to make [colonial investment] pay”; the British government sought “to recoup imperial outlays on the defense, administration, and railway” and believed settlers were the means by which this might be accomplished.7 This dependency afforded the settlers political-economic influence in London. However, while colonial authorities saw the settlers as “agents” of the Crown, the comparatively small settler population viewed African labour as a crucial component in the Colony’s development; in fact, it was so important that “the demand for labour [was] a sufficient basis for the conservation of native life.” Settlers and colonial authorities both gave great weight to “the importance of the masses, to direct them in agricultural and industrial activities essential… to the larger economic operations of the Colony.”8 While these limitations and considerations initially aligned settlers and colonial authorities economically, they would eventually prove divisive as questions regarding the place of African ethnic groups imposed politically and economically on both groups.

The colonial agenda for Kenyan development was dependent on a stable state and a favorable economic situation; thus, colonial authorities were necessarily focused on
socioeconomic development. Especially during the early period of colonialism in Kenya, the British government advocated for a policy of indirect rule in order to minimize the costs associated with colonial expansion – this meant that the relationships with local leaders in which colonial authorities, settlers, and missionaries alike were all necessarily involved were extremely important to maintaining sociopolitical stability and economic advantage.9 However, it largely fell to missionaries to cultivate a stable socio-political environment in which colonialism could be successful. The Kenya Report on Disturbances argued that “[t]he Government has shown very clearly that it looks to Christian forces to… [fight an] Ideological war.”10 Unlike the missions, settlers and colonial authorities remained physically and socially separate from African ethnic groups. Though missionaries were often able to establish amicable relationships with African ethnic groups through non-violent means (such as education or medical care), colonial authorities frequently used violence in order to reinforce European superiority and enforce British legislation. Accordingly, Sir Charles Eliot, the colonial administrator and Commissioner for the Protectorate wrote in 1905 that “[a]lthough [certain aspects of the colonial agenda] could only have been abolished by force and the strong arm of Government, we must not forget the immense debt which Africa owes to gentler methods, to moral influence and missionary enterprise.”11 Britain’s efforts to establish economic and political control resulted in a decline in the African population of more than twenty-five percent in the generation after 1900, largely because of the Government’s nationally pervasive, “systematic[ly] aggressive” colonial agenda.12 However, as Eliot suggests, the missions provided an alternative to the British government’s more aggressive policies, allowing Britain to exert comprehensive influence on colonial African society.

While they forcibly established political and economic control of East Africa, the British government depended on settlers to develop Kenya’s economy; in turn, those
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settlers were dependent on the government to subsidize their economic initiatives. Both groups believed in their racial-economic superiority and political dominance. British colonel Richard Meinertzhagen records his discussion with the High Commissioner Charles Eliot on that colonial administrator’s vision of Kenya:

[He] envisaged a thriving colony of thousands of Europeans with their families [and] intends to confine the natives to reserves and use them as cheap labour on farms. I suggested that the country belonged to Africans and that their interests must prevail over the interests of strangers. He would not have it; he kept on using the word “paramount” with reference to the claims of Europeans. I said that some day the African would be educated and armed; that would lead to a clash. Eliot thought that that day was so far distant as not to matter and that by that time the European element would be strong enough to look after themselves; but I am convinced that in the end the Africans will win and that Eliot’s policy can lead only to trouble and disappointment.13

Here, Meinertzhagen highlights the sentiment of superiority that shaped colonial and settler relations with African ethnic groups. He also describes Eliot’s vision of an Africa economically dominated by British landowners and reliant on the exploitation of Africans. Though the conversation took place in 1902, Meinertzhagen presciently alludes to the conflict that such a system would precipitate. It is exactly this socioeconomic dichotomy that missionaries helped to mediate, minimizing violent conflict for decades by reshaping African ethnic groups in ways that made them more socioeconomically and politically compatible with settler and colonial ideologies (especially through educational programs) while also curtailing the extent to which these politically abrasive British policies could be
implemented. W. McGregor Ross, the Director of Public Works in East Africa between 1905 and 1923 and a member of the Legislative Council between 1916 and 1922, argued that “[m]issionaries were enlightened, in some measure, as to the possible trend of events, and were given to understand that they would be expected to use their influence to maintain calm in the native districts around them.”

He suggests that an awareness of the parochial environment and of regional attitudes in conjunction with influence on their local communities often allowed the missions to establish a détente between European and African coteries with conflicting interests.

Settlement was an instrument of British policy over which the Colonial Authority wanted to maintain control and which they tried to shape through their political and economic agenda. During the early period of colonialism in Kenya, land was given away to the East African Syndicate, “[a] powerful syndicate with influential directors in London”, and sold cheaply to settlers. This land was too valuable to white colonists for it to be “lock[ed] up” in African control. However, since land was widely available and political regulation was lax, its distribution became increasingly difficult to regulate: “the Norfolk [Hotel and bar] was dubbed ‘The House of Lords’ where, it was claimed, more [extra-legal] land transactions took place at its bar than anywhere else in the Protectorate.” This sort of informal distribution of land precluded government control (but might be considered part of their laissez-faire economic agenda for the early stages of the Colony’s development) and came at the expense of natives’ access to fertile grazing grounds and agricultural plots. In response, missionaries advocated for the ability of Africans to have guaranteed ownership of land and attacked the Government and the Kenya Land Commission for their inequitable land distribution policies. In a letter to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Dr. Norman Leys, an influential member of the Church and its mission, a medical officer in Nyasaland, and an historian of Kenya, details the
problems associated with the Colonial Office’s land policies and the “economic” unrest it produced. Reflecting on the difficult conditions under which Africans were living in 1918, Leys suggests that it is:

an immediate necessity that governments in Eastern Africa should ensure for every family rent free land as secure in law as the land that the Crown has granted to Europeans. This rent free land must furthermore be situated in the area of the tribe to which the family belongs, and it must be adequate to the cultivation of crops for sale. These conditions are each strictly necessary if the general suspicion natives have that they are being squeezed out of the free occupation of land in their own country is to dispelled…. Unrest is probably nowhere else so great in Eastern Africa as it is among those who pay Europeans every year in rent several times larger than the purchase price paid to the Government by the Europeans for the land used, land in many cases which natives regard as the property neither of Government nor of individual Europeans but as their own…. [T]here can be no reason why at this time of day the law should give the occupying native no protection against the confiscation of his land, except the fact that the government never knows when it may discover that it wishes to confiscate. 20

In a “Memorandum on the Land Question in Tropical Africa” written for the Mandates Committee of the League of Nations in 1922, Leys argues in a similar vein, outlining problems as well as potential policies in order to ensure the stability of the Colony and the well-being of its African residents. 21 The Church’s international influence highlighted those concerns that Africans were unable to voice. The Mission brought the regional problems of those who were disenfranchised to both a popular
and a political audience, describing land abuses in newspapers and in Parliament, the League of Nations and Whitehall. While the colonial Government ignored its regional commissioners arguing for similar policies, the powerful Church lobby would allow for a more politically assertive position on the part of the Missions. The intervention of the State and its efforts to develop the settler economy, balance settler and African political positions, and delimit African sociopolitical autonomy encouraged the development of a productive capitalist economy, but also had negative socioeconomic and political implications for Africans. Writing in 1939, Albert Colby Cooke, a contemporary of the colonial establishment, describes a “dependent empire” reliant on both “the British people”, who contributed to its expansion and the “good faith of the Colonial Office”, which made such individual outlays and national growth possible. He further suggests that it was predominately settlers (rather than Africans) who benefitted from the “roads and water supply”, “[ag]ricultural subsidies” and “scientific research services and agricultural education” provided by the Government.

The British Colonial Office leveraged its political authority, secured through its investment in the Colony, in a judicious manner. Though colonial authorities were involved in the economic development of the State, they limited their judicial and political engagement. At a dinner hosted in 1923 by the Royal African Society, a group representing settlers, the Duke of Devonshire, Secretary of State for the Colonies claimed, [T]he policy which [the British Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin’s] Government was hoping to pursue was that which provided tranquillity to other people. I do not think that either [Baldwin] or any of his colleagues had any illusions on the subject that however successful they might be in attaining that object, they would not be able to participate to any extent in that state.
At this gathering sponsored by those settlers who were often beneficiaries of the colonial system, the Duke of Devonshire suggests that it is in the best interests of the British state to minimize its involvement in the everyday social and political function of Kenya. His position of respect at the dinner demonstrates the cordial tenor and reciprocal nature of the colonist-settler relationship. The Duke of Devonshire’s comments highlight the minimal role both settlers and colonial authorities believed the British government should play in the operation of the State in order to “provide tranquillity to other people.” While the Duke of Devonshire does not specify who these people are, those to whom the Government most often afforded “tranquillity” through legitimatized political means were settlers, though the stability of the State depended on the peaceable order of local interest groups. While district commissioners were involved in the State’s functioning, their judicial, social, and political suggestions were often ignored by the colonial authorities in Nairobi or the British government in Whitehall. The Colonial Office was cautious in dealing with complex or costly issues or becoming involved in situations in which the imposition of a political agenda could interfere with the socioeconomic stability of the state. In most cases, the British authorities shaped their agenda around the interests of settlers rather than Africans. It would take the strong political lobby of the Church to precipitate change within the colonial bureaucracy and to mediate the political and economic tensions that did arise between settlers and colonists.

Settlers advocated, in both London and Nairobi, for policies that would promote their own economic interests. These “economic nationalists” lobbied for policies that would stimulate the internal market by legitimizing a socioeconomic-racial hierarchy and favoritism that allowed for the exploitation of Africans and African land in order to support white settler industry and agriculture. In an article in the Kenya Weekly News entitled, “Settler’s Role?” an anonymous “Englishman”
describes the agenda and political-economic opinions of white landowners in Kenya:

Jefferson held that Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness are the right of every man. And Mozeljkatse, King of the Matabele, held the land, the rain, and the sun are his right. Are they? Show me the contract showing that you will not accept existence without these various boons. They are all, indeed, not rights, but rewards. If Africa, America, Australia lay uncultivated under wandering bands of lazy savages they were justly taken for the home-lands of those escaping from the weariness, the fever and the fret…. Where men sit and hear each other groan. … Everyone then has the right to earn liberty, happiness, a place on the land, in the sun and the rain?’ Surely this explains at least some of the reasons for the Settlers coming, and justifies their colonisation.27

The passage suggests the capitalist political-economic agenda of the “Englishman,” or rather, English settlers en bloc. The “Englishman” argues for a political framework that accommodates, within capitalist doctrine, settlers’ land grabbing and their exploitation of natives. Moreover, the letter also alludes to the expectations settlers had of their government and the opportunities they were promised. Settlers colonized East Africa in tandem with the Government; the symbiotic relationship between the two groups shaped, at least in the late nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth century, expectations of policy and production. Settlers aimed “to ensure that the metropole makes no liberalising concessions to the black majorities, and the basic method is constant reactive clamour and blocking manoeuvres.”28 And indeed, often, Kenyan settlers were effective. Their aristocratic position (one British paper called them “Bluebloods in the Wilds”) and social and educational background afforded them “close and intimate
connections with the ruling elites of twentieth century Britain.”

The socioeconomic similarities amongst the settlers also meant that they held similar positions on important political and economic issues and forged close connections with officials in London.

The political and economic sway settlers held allowed them to shape the colonial world in a significant way. In a letter to the Colonial Secretary in 1918, Dr. Norman Leys wrote, “[European landholders] control and direct… life in all its phases… These few hundred men with their agents and dependents in trade, form a highly organized body, represented on the legislature and acutely conscious of their position.”

Leys, a Christian Socialist, draws attention to the political and economic power of settlers over the lives of Africans. However, Leys himself had “no doubt that… my book has induced a change of policy.” It was with the support of individual, influential members of the Church and with the advocacy of the Church institutions with which they were affiliated that policy in Britain could be influenced. The ideological alliance of Church leaders, missionary organizations, and humanitarian groups amounted to an effective political lobbying tool, enabling the groups to advocate for a moral component of politics.
vocal lobby, comprised of such groups as the Church Missionary Society, Aborigines Protection Society (with its Quaker roots and affiliation), the International Missionary Council, and the London Missionary Society, articulated the concerns of missionaries in Kenya to politicians and to the public, precipitating shifts in British colonial policy.  

Both missionaries and settlers formed powerful political lobbies. Though missions did not share the same socioeconomic relationship that settlers did with colonial authorities and British politicians, they invested in a similar approach, competing for the ear of politicians in Whitehall, especially through public campaigns. Public outreach would galvanize the public and encourage the response of the political establishment. In a letter to Norman Leys, J.H. Oldham wrote, “I agree with you entirely as to the primary importance of publicity…. Publicity is a comparatively clear issue. I agree, as I have said, that it is the first thing and I am trying, so far as time and strength permit, to assist in it…. Assisting in publicity is a continuous job and I am doing, and will continue to do, all I can find time for…”  

Major political-ideological advocates for missionaries included the London Missionary Society, the Church of Scotland Mission, and the Church Missionary Society while the Archbishop of Canterbury helped missionaries engage the public and influence the political elite. In 1918, Protestant missions established an alliance, which served as a liaison with the Government, facilitating discussion based on empirical research in the Colony, and sociopolitical policy suggestions. The missions also sought sympathetic members of Parliament and influential government figures or members of the aristocracy to promote their ideological agenda politically. During the circumcision debates in 1929 for example, though missionaries failed to change public policy, they obtained the support of Katharine Stewart-Murray, the Duchess of Atholl, who became a keen political advocate for them. 

While lobbies may not have been the most productive way for missions to effect sociopolitical change, the politicized
advocacy of the Church in support of African interests was difficult to ignore. Settlers, colonial authorities, and Christian missionaries themselves recognized the role the missions played, or could play, in influencing government policy. W. McGregor Ross, writing in 1927, described the “remarkable” efforts of the Church Missionary Society, which “can now be seen to have had a profound influence upon British policy in Central Africa, and consequently upon the destinies of millions of African natives…” The lobbying effort of the Church in conjunction with the missions’ public outreach, affected politicians to such a degree that the British “Government found it a matter of increasing difficulty to face Parliament with any concurrence.”

Education proved to be a crucial tool to develop and control Kenya. The size of the state made administration difficult, especially because Kenya had a relatively small administrative staff. The 250,000 square miles and the numerous African ethnic groups that made up the Colony were challenging to pacify and shape. Education allowed Europeans to mold the state from the bottom up and its power to influence Africans made it a point of contention for settlers, missionaries, and colonial authorities. It was, however, missionaries who primarily controlled education during the colonial administration of the colony. Settlers argued vociferously that missionary education was “‘spoiling the native’” and caused “the disruption of tribal life... which made administration difficult.” These British settlers supported missionary efforts in so far as they overlapped with their own interests, but had little regard for African societies or developing natives for any purpose other than their own economic benefit. The limited investment of the Colonial Office and their expenditures aimed at developing the economic infrastructure of the country left little money to devote to education; consequently, missionary education proved the most efficacious manner by which colonial authorities could provide instruction at least approximately like that they had imagined. Moreover, it was through their educational
programs that missions were able to shape African society. John Lonsdale and Bruce Berman argue that one of the colonizers’ primary goals in Kenya was “to convert [their] superior coercive force over Africans into a legitimate authority accepted by Africans and therefore mediated through their own pre-existing or emergent relations of power.” Missionary education introduced European ideology to Africans in an acceptable, or indeed, even socially and economically valuable way, while encouraging African ethnic groups to empathize and at least tacitly accept colonial authority. Members of the Kikuyu, an ethnic group in East Africa, claimed that “[t]he Gospel… began to form a new nation from that of old Kikuyu…. We are at the beginning of a great building up of new customs and the forming of Christianity.” Through their intellectual and spiritual proselytization, missionaries exerted such influence that they were able to establish the Kikuyu Association, which was led by chiefs who sided with British colonial authorities. Missionary education connected African ethnic groups to British colonial authorities by legitimizing Europeanization and providing the ideological and moral structure upon which the colonial authorities could establish their own authority and institutions as well as providing Africans with the skills they would need to survive in (or support) a European-structured economy. Leys argued that the “chief aim” of the State-sponsored education the missions provided was “[exploitive] wealth production” while the Kenya Missionary Council argued that “[t]he main needs of the adult population are agricultural rather than literary. The efforts of Missions must be ancillary to the activities of Government, which alone can plan on an effective scale.” Both passages suggest an inextricable connection between Government and Church that was manifest in education, one which reinforced the racial-economic hierarchy and supported Africans only in so far as it allowed them to function within, and provide support for, the colonial sociopolitical and economic construct.
While settlers and colonial authorities blamed missionaries for destabilizing African ethnic groups and interfering with “tribal life,” colonial authorities recognized the importance of developing a European-educated ethnic population familiar with colonial culture, rather than one only trained to work on settler farms. Ultimately, these divergent interests were reconciled through the educational program of the missions:

The primary object of mission education is to make Christianity intelligible. The Government’s chief care is to make Africans obedient subjects and diligent producers of wealth, while the great aim of European planters and merchants is to make as many Africans as possible work for wages. These obviously different motives involve different educational ideals. Some compromise between them is of course possible and, as things are, inevitable…. Missionaries recognise perfectly well that education should not only provide information...
and stimulate intelligence, but also fit Africans for their place in society… Industrial training on any scale by both Catholic and Protestant missions began only when, several years ago, Government first gave substantial grants in aid…. European opinion in Kenya thinks it is the duty of missions to turn out large numbers of workers in metal, stone, bricks and wood, clerks, printers, telegraphists, and so forth for work in both official and private employment. Many missionaries nowadays accept that duty thus urged upon them…. inevitably mission education is increasingly devoted to supplying ordinary commercial demands.50

This approach to education, one that integrated the pedagogical objectives of the colonial administration and settlers with the spiritual emphasis of the missions, stemmed directly from the colonial government that subsidized academic outreach. However, this synthesis of objectives was not manifest clearly in the classroom, especially after the Government began to support education financially. The confidential minutes of J. H. Oldham’s speech at the Conference on Christian Education in East Africa in June, 1930 detail the problems of this sociopolitical-economic-academic construct in practice: “[t]he accepted theory was that Government and missions were partners in education and that missions should not only have a share in the conduct of education, but also be allowed a voice in the shaping of policy. In actual fact the partnership tended to work out in a very one-sided fashion [in favour of the Government].”51 In effect, missionaries had established themselves as social and economic agents of the empire, acting through education to shape the Colony and the Africans therein.

A Christian, European education provided a means by which African ethnic groups could be pacified and encouraged them to more easily receive European ideas and institutions than they would be had they been educated in, and acculturated
to, a more traditional African milieu. The Church recognized the importance of mission schools and in the 1926 edition of The Church Missionary Outlook argued that “[i]n Kenya... the mission school is the most successful evangelistic agency that we have”. This intellectual proselytization was important because “[w]hat alone in the end really matters in Kenya is what goes on in the minds of Africans.” The Church played a seminal role in this process, “forming afresh [Africans’] conceptions of duty and their ideas of society.” In a letter to the Director of Education in Kenya the Advisory Committee on Native Education in Tropical Africa lists, among other benefits of education, the “[e]limination of political, economic, and social unrest [and the] [d]evelopment of Colonial patriotism and loyalty to the Crown.” The letter also suggests that education could provide “sensible native leadership entirely loyal to the real interests of the Colony” and might “encourage all forms of cooperation both with Government and also with the non-African elements of the population who are vitally concerned in the welfare of the Colony.” Indeed, a report by the Headmaster of the Kikuyu Alliance High School confirms that missionary schools had the “opportunity” to mold students, as “[m]ost of the future leaders of the country pass through our hands.” These were leaders that had been “raise[d] up... both for the Church and for the State.” Missionary education, Norman Leys suggests, “enabled Europeans to subjugate [Africans]” and “taught [them] their place in the world” – it provided a means by which the Government could pacify, shape, and control an unruly African populace, giving them the skills to succeed (or survive) in a European-structured economy and shaping their character in such a way as to encourage a receptivity towards the European system.

While the education missions provided mediated the development of Kenya by Europeanizing African ethnic groups and encouraging the adoption of British ideology, it also gave Africans the tools to resist colonial authority later in the twentieth
century. Missions supported local governments (even while trying to influence them) and missionary education allowed African ethnic groups to respond to colonialism, articulating themselves in a linguistic, cultural, political, and economic manner that Europeans could understand. Settlers believed that missionary education encouraged the dissolution of the “racial hierarchy” and while this might not have been the agenda all of the missions had in mind, education certainly helped to precipitate some of the African-led socioeconomic shifts that occurred towards the end of colonial rule (for example, Jomo Kenyatta, the first prime minister of Kenya and an outspoken critic of the colonial Government, was a product of mission schools). Many African communities appreciated the education they received from missions for exactly this reason. Despite their amenable relationship with the colonial Government, missionaries were able to advocate for social changes that shifted the socio-political position of Africans and altered their relationship with settlers, disrupting the established hierarchy. The education missions provided, even while it imposed on natives from the colonial level, would encourage social, cultural, and economic change from the subaltern level, allowing Africans to redefine the structure of Kenyan society even while being influenced by Europeans.

Though lobbies and government petitions were not always an effective way for missionary groups to create societal change, education allowed them a chance to encourage certain cultural shifts through the influence of Africans themselves.

While the British government shaped policy and law in the colonies, its proclivity towards indirect rule meant that its presence was not overbearing in Kenya. Rather than petition for specific legislation, settlers often advocated for decreased government involvement in what they saw as their land and their state. This philosophy persisted until the mid-nineteen twenties at which point the threat of rebellion amongst African groups required British intervention. In early colonial Kenya, there was an “essential irrelevance of constitutional forms in a
settler society.”63 In one instance, when the Land Office would not approve a site chosen by Lord Delamere for a flour mill, he arranged for a band of natives to light a fire under their building – after they piled firewood around the stilts of the structure, the bureaucrats inside reluctantly acceded to his requests.64 In another instance of recalcitrance, settlers threatened to kidnap the governor and take political and administrative control of the Colony when they were worried about their interests being ignored. James Griffiths, the British Colonial Secretary, claimed after his visit to Kenya that “settlers ‘indicated that any [political] changes imposed on us against our wishes would be resisted, even to the extent of unconstitutional action.’”65 Lord Cranworth, a British settler managing a farm in Kenya, “was only half-kidding” when he described the country as a place where “‘[t]here are some settlers who stone their Governors and shoot natives.’”66 However, the British government frequently condoned behavior of settlers because often, the agendas of the two groups overlapped: the settlers’ economic interests constituted a crucial component of the Government’s plan for colonialism. In addition, the conservative political stance of settlers and their position of economic control made it difficult to impose progressive policies from London.67 The Duke of Devonshire, Secretary of State for the Colonies, implied as much in his 1923 address to the African Society: “I should have thought it would have been more appropriate if the African Society had devoted the evening to addressing the Secretary of State rather than the Secretary of State attempting to address the African Society.”68 Here, the Secretary of State for the Colonies irreverently acknowledges the inversion of the customary socioeconomic-political hierarchy in which settlers were now demanding the attention of politicians. The passage also suggests that colonial authorities struggled to see “African Society” as made up of anything more than European settlers. Because propositions made directly to the British government were not always the most effective way to encourage sociocultural
development, missionaries tried to mediate the development of the State through its subaltern culture (especially through education) as well as by appealing to the British public.

Organizations and individuals were able to influence British policy by petitioning government officials and campaigning for public support. Often, however, it was public support that shaped the colonial system on the ground, rather than advocacy directed towards individuals in government. General Philip Wheatley, a soldier, newspaper correspondent, and Kenyan settler who moved to the Colony in 1919, argued, “after all, in the ultimate result, it will be the simple English voter who will decide [on many of the issues associated with colonialism].”69 Indeed, Leys writes that “If O[rmsby]-G[ore],” the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies from 1922-1929 and Colonial Secretary between 1936 and 1938, “thinks he can do anything whatever in E. Africa without the public behind him he must be even more easily deceived than I had feared.”70 One article published in the local Huddersfield Examiner newspaper on June 1, 1923 begins, “How Kenya colony shall be governed may not seem a question that touches very intimately the lives of Huddersfield folk, but it is, nevertheless, one for which none of us can shirk responsibility. We are all of us citizens of the British Empire…”71 Newspapers encouraged British citizens to become politically involved, while also providing an important avenue by which to shape public opinion. Lord Delamere recognized this when he cabled The Times [of London]: “…Is British taxpayer, proprietor of East Africa, content that beautiful and valuable country be handed over… Englishmen here appeal public opinion, especially those who know this country, against the arbitrary proceeding and consequent swamping bright future of the country.”72 His cable cost £20 in 1904, the equivalent to about £1,150 or $1,700 today.73 He would later have a pamphlet printed in order to further shape the public position. Both the cost and content of the cable demonstrate the importance of public opinion in shaping colonial policy.
Missionaries were cognizant of the value public support could have on promoting their political positions. They relied on individuals like Bishop Willis, Bishop Peel, Handley Hooper, J. H. Oldham, Norman Leys, the Archbishop of Canterbury, J. W. Arthur, and Randall Davidson among other Church officials and religious leaders to influence public opinion. These people were intimately connected with the activities of missionaries in Kenya and their perspectives on colonial life and the condition of African ethnic groups. A letter from Norman Leys to J. H. describes the structure and agenda of the missionary lobby and its relationship with the British public: “The real work [is] done by thousands [of Church affiliates] who with common conscious aim ripened public opinion. That is what is needed for Kenya… Publish the facts and get people to lay them alongside their consciences and their intelligences and the question what should be done will answer itself.”

Many members of the British public saw missionaries and their political, ideological, and spiritual advocates in Britain as “the ‘conscience of empire,’” providing them with information about, and context for, government policies.

One letter from a missionary in Nairobi to Rev. H. D. Hooper at the Church Missionary Society describes European abuses on mining reserves in Kenya and links those missionaries doing work in the Colony with Church officials in Britain lobbying for policy changes:

We did all we could this end but it is a pretty hopeless fight… The Bill went through the second and third reading on Wednesday, and the Secretary of State for the Colonies having already given his sanction before it went to Legislative Council; it has become law!... Canon Burns has fought this Bill with all his power, and he told them quite plainly that if we had the rush of Europeans in the Kavirondo Reserve it would only end one way, and that would be a fight, and we know who will suffer, not the prospector but the unfortunate native....
makes me wild to think the way [the Colonial authorities] are behaving in the Kavirondo reserve. I think that with these papers [attached to the letter] I have given you all the information that I can. I know that you will leave no stone unturned to help us.\textsuperscript{76}

Letters like these gave popular Church leaders and influential members of religious institutions like the Church Missionary Society (here, for example, Handley Hooper) the information they used to influence public sentiment. This partnership between missionaries and public figures in London resulted in a number of popular published criticisms of government, seen in innumerable letters to the editor and editorials published in British papers, and affected government policy to such a degree that missionary groups were criticized by colonialists for their support of African ethnic groups and their willingness to press the public to support native interests.\textsuperscript{77} Missionary groups and Church-affiliated institutions proved to be extremely effective at molding public opinion, enabling them to shape the colonial state and circumvent the close personal relationship that colonial settlers and British politicians shared.

Missions played a difficult but important role in the colonial empire, specifically in Kenya. Colonial influence, the driving force behind the modernization of Kenya, was not imposed only by the metropole through its agents; rather, it was exerted through the economic pressure of settlers, through religious and humanitarian groups in Britain, and perhaps most significantly, through those European missions which would educate, influence, advocate for, and pacify native Kenyans. Missions were able to assuage the difficulties associated with colonial assimilation: Africans “almost to a man, they used to hate us Europeans (they certainly looked like it) but now God has done something for them that has taken away all that hate and given them the clue to finding the answers that their people need.”\textsuperscript{78} The influence of missions was profound and while the
Government was effectively limited to controlling policy and settlers and to influencing socioeconomic measures, missions were able to mediate policy and shape the lives of Africans. Indeed, the Commissioner for the Protectorate, Sir Charles Eliot, claimed that “[t]he opening of a new mission station has seemed to me to be generally as efficacious for the extension of European influence as the opening of a Government station, and there are districts in East Africa… in which European influence has hitherto been represented almost entirely by missionaries, but which have made as great progress as the regions which have been taken in hand by Government officials.”79 However, caught between disparate agendas, the position of missions was a challenging one. They found themselves responsible for advocating for those Africans whose support they managed to co-opt only by defending their interests while at the same time, missionaries’ position as white Europeans in Africa dependent on British government support tied them ineluctably to the settler and colonial coteries. Missionaries saw themselves as responsible for defending a rapidly growing settler population and were reliant on a system of colonial support that provided them with the law, order, and protection they needed to effect change. Missionaries’ ability to encourage change operated on a number of different levels. The political lobby provided an effective means by which the missionaries could reach politicians directly while education in Kenya and public political-ideological campaigns in Britain allowed them to shape policy through the popular support of their agenda. The missionary position was one that had to balance conflicting interests; nonetheless, the inextricable connection between the missions and all of the major socioeconomic groups in Britain and Kenya and their comprehensive approach to creating social, cultural, political, and economic change ensured that the missions played an important role in mediating the development of colonial Kenya.
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Missions could “exert a formative influence on [African] social life” (J. H. Oldham) and their “aspiration after a new world-order will be ineffective unless education .. is built on a profoundly Christian basis. Without Christ in our schools we shall fight in vain for Christian civilisation. Therefore let us see to it that our boys and girls, the hope of the future, grow up with a genuine knowledge of Christ which will influence their whole outlook upon life. A general acceptance of the meaning of moral terms, based upon the definite teaching of Christianity, can alone lead the peoples… to a permanent and mutual understanding.” (Cardinal Hinsley, The Listener (14 December 1939), in Kenya Missionary Council, Report of the Committee on Educational Policy (Nairobi: 21 June, 1940), 2).
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